Integration Platform as a
Service (iPaaS)
Organizations with multiple, integrated applications, such as SAP SuccessFactors, must typically
use an underlying middleware platform for creating and hosting those integrations. Popular
choices include Dell Boomi AtomSphere® and SAP Cloud Platform (formerly known as SAP HANA
Cloud Integration, or HCI). Both these technologies have upfront license fees and recurring
maintenance fees. These types of platforms also usually require that the organization invest in
the resources to develop the integrations. The costs rapidly add up.
3D Results recognizes that not every organization wants to develop in-house integration
expertise or license a platform for this purpose. Yet, integrations are a necessary part of today’s
hybrid application environments.

This one-stop solution reduces the
complexity of managing a hybrid SAP
SuccessFactors environment.

Our Service
In response, 3D Results has developed a subscription-based iPaaS offering that
simplifies the entire process of building, hosting, and monitoring integrations. Plus,
there are no upfront licensing fees.
3D Results’ iPaaS is built on Microsoft Azure Biztalk Cloud and it includes an SAP
SuccessFactors connector to facilitate the development of integrations. The
subscription also includes additional services not available from the traditional iPaaS
vendors, such as:
 No-cost implementation of integrations by 3D Results iPaaS partners, GIS,
HireVue, ADP WOTC and many more
 Reduced time and cost for the development of integrations for known vendor
applications (4 to 6 weeks) and new vendor applications (6-10 weeks) when
compared with other iPaaS vendors
 Code revisions resulting from SAP SuccessFactors quarterly updates
 Code revisions resulting from third-party vendor system maintenance updates
 Basic monitoring of processes and issue resolution
 The ability to purchase additional support/consulting hours at a discounted rate
3D Results iPaaS offers organizations the opportunity to purchase an integration
platform and services at a fixed monthly rate, while avoiding the initial investment
and ongoing maintenance and development fees associated with other iPaaS
vendors. This one-stop solution reduces the complexity of managing a hybrid SAP
SuccessFactors environment.
For more information on 3D Results’ iPaaS offering, contact your 3D Results
representative.
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